Practical experience of family business clients
Lee Blackshaw CTA, TEP, ATT (Fellow)

Key points

• Theory versus experience (this section)

• Some of my experiences (next two slides)
• Helping family with succession issues (final
two slides)

Some of my experiences

Feeding the next
generation

Talent pool

No “pretend” jobs for
family

Which hat is being
worn?

Anticipate a trouble
maker in the next
generation

People, not firms

Annual trust accounts
& meetings (even if
dormant)

Is the FD family office
or an outsider?

Invest lots of time to
listen

Some of my experiences

Who is the trusted
adviser?

Information sharers or
not?

Who knows the
history?

Do they know how we
work?

Secrets and lies

Non-family directors’
reward

Appraisals for all?

Pensions as an exit
route

Diagrams & simplicity
for family advice

Starting to work in the family business
Separate family discussions
from employer/employee
discussions.

Protect legacy of the
founder and family.

Legacy

Family

Learn a skill elsewhere
and bring it to the
family business.

Skills

Things to
consider

Reputation

Employee

No special treatment.

Work ethic

Protect reputation of
your family and the
business.
Work harder and longer
than peers.

Should you work in the family business?

Speak to others who work in
their own family business
before you start in yours.

If you don’t have the skills or
desire, don’t work in the
business.

Risk &
effort

Working in the best
interest of the business,
not yourself.

Separation

Yes or no?

Entrepreneur

You will need the skills and
mindset of an entrepreneur.

Privilege

Burden

It can be a burden and feel
forced. If you don’t like
that, do not work in the
business.

Work ethic

This is worth repeating: you
must be prepared to work
harder and longer than your
non-family employee peers.

Questions?

lee@blackshawtax.com
07720 298442
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